
 
 

 

 

 

 
Data-Driven Planning Exercise 

 
 
Summary 
 

 
This activity allows a principal to assess how a teacher would effectively use data 
to plan and drive quality instruction.  
 

 
 
 
 
Overview 

 
The candidate is provided with a student dataset and must use the data to 
identify student weaknesses and develop a lesson outline to address those 
weaknesses.  
 
Additionally, the hiring team is given the option to extend this activity to assess 
for Professionalism, Communication, and school fit qualities like collaboration and 
team culture by having the candidate engage in and lead a group discussion 
around the strategies that he/she outlined.   
 

 
 
TKES Standards 
Assessed 

 
1. Assessment Uses 
2. Assessment Strategies 
3. Instructional Planning 
4. Differentiated Instruction 
5.  (Optional) 

a. Professionalism 
b. Communication 
c. School fit 

 
 
Estimated Time 
 

 
 30 minutes 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 

Student Data Set 

Unit 1 Assessment Data 

Students Benchmark 
Quiz 1  

Benchmark 
Quiz 2    Final Unit Assessment  

Last Name First 
Name 

Standard 
Assessed 

Standard 
Assessed   Standards 

Assessed 
Final Unit  

Assessment 
overall score Insert 

standard 1  
Insert 
standard 2   

Repeat 
standard 
1 

Repeat 
standard 
2 

Adams Tim 72 90   71 88 80 
Anderson Jackie 88 88   88 88 88 

Armstrong Lawrence 35 1   30 2 16 

Barker Amy 92 92   60 80 70 
Bradley Terry 85 80   96 81 89 
Brooks Kevin 60 80   81 85 83 
Campbell Felecia 62 75   96 80 88 
Cooper Rochelle 54 65   60 4 32 
Fisher Michael 75 70   41 80 61 
Harris Thelma 61 71   95 82 89 
Kennedy Barbara 50 81   55 80 68 
King  Malik 90 67   81 80 81 
Knight Aaron 71 80   85 82 84 
Marshall Miles 70 80   68 83 76 
Palmer Daryll 76 50   96 52 74 

Williamson Jessica 50 70   45 60 53 

Class 
Averages   68 71  72 69 71 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Instructions 

Prior to interview  

1. Ask content area specialist or teacher (from same grade/subject for which candidate is 
interviewing) to fill in Standard 1 and 2 above by picking two sequential standards from their 
content area. It is recommended that this person sit in on the interview.  

2. Send completed data set to the candidate at least 24 hours prior to the interview. Ask them to 
review the data set and come to the interview prepared to discuss it in detail.  

During interview 

3. Ask the candidate if they had a chance to review the data and if anything was unclear about it. If 
they don’t have any questions, ask them to discuss some of the key student strengths and 
weaknesses that they identified from the data. 
 

Notes: 

Assessment Uses 

Indicators:  
• Candidate correctly identifies multiple strengths and weaknesses of the class based on the 

data 
 

4. Ask: If you were to re-teach one of these standards tomorrow, which would you choose and 
why?  

a. If you were to re-teach this standard tomorrow, what would your objective for this 
lesson be? In other words, what specifically would you want your students to know or 
be able to do after a single specific lesson on this standard? 
 

Notes: 

Instructional 
Planning 

 
 



 
 

Indicators:  
• Candidate identifies standard to focus on and gives appropriate rationale.  
• Candidate identifies a lesson objective that appropriately aligns to the standard.  
• Objective is grade and subject appropriate.  
• Objective is ambitious but feasible. 

 

 

5. Ask: What’s an example of one activity or task that you might have your students engage in 
during this lesson in order to practice and master the objective that you just outlined? 

a. How might you modify this activity to stretch the thinking of an advanced student? 
  

Notes: 
Instructional 

Planning 
 

Differentiated 
Instruction 

Indicators:  
• Candidate identifies an activity that appropriately aligns to the objective. 
• Activity is grade and subject appropriate. 
• Activity would provide opportunities for students to stretch themselves while mastering 

the objective.  
• Candidate offers a logical and effective method for stretching the thinking of an advanced 

student.  
 

6. Ask: Where do you predict that student misunderstanding might arise during this lesson? 
a. How might you plan to address this likely student misunderstanding in your lesson? 

 
Notes: 

Instructional 
Planning 

 
Differentiated 

Instruction 

Indicators:  
• Candidate identifies appropriate area for likely misunderstanding. 
• Candidate provides effective method for addressing student misunderstanding. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Ask: How might you adjust this activity for students at different levels? 
 

Notes: 

Differentiated 
Instruction 

Indicators:  
• Candidate identifies appropriate strategies to differentiate instruction as needed. 

 

 

8. Ask: How might you assess your students’ mastery of this objective? Please be specific about the 
assessment method you might use. 

a. What would you do with this assessment data? 
 

Notes: 

Assessment 
Strategies 

 
Assessment Uses 

Indicators:  
• Candidate provides effective method to assess lesson objective. 
• Candidate indicates that they would use the assessment data to inform future instruction 

and planning.  
 



 
 

Optional Group Discussion Instructions (to assess for Professionalism, Communication, and school fit 
qualities) 

9. Ask: I’d like to have you engage in an open-ended conversation with the group for about 5 
minutes. In that time, I’d like you to guide the conversation to get some feedback on the strategies 
you outlined, and use our collective knowledge to strengthen your approach. Do you have any 
questions before we begin?  

a. Once candidate is ready, ask them to begin the conversation by gathering some 
feedback from the group about the approach they outlined to address their students’ 
needs.  

b. Hiring team engages in conversation led by the candidate. Principal will call time after 5 
minutes (or when appropriate) and ask candidate to explain how they would change 
their approach based on the feedback received.   

i. Note: This group discussion portion of the exercise has been designed to assess 
how well the candidate interacts and collaborates with the group. Principals 
may adapt this exercise to focus conversation on areas specific to their school 
needs (e.g. have the candidate guide a conversation about the optimal 
technology to utilize in this lesson if tech use is an important trait for the 
school). 
 

Notes: 
Professionalism 

 
Communication 

 
School Fit 

Indicators:  
• Candidate effectively facilitates conversation to elicit feedback 
• Candidate engages with group in a positive, professional manner 
• Candidate is receptive to group feedback and uses it to strengthen approach 
• Candidate clearly and effectively communicates final approach 

 


